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 External UAC view – Occupying the corner shophouse of The Five Residences Hanoi, the UAC back-lit logo 
is clearly visible from both the busy main street as well as a side-alley, buzzing with coffee shops and street 
food stalls.

 External UAC view – Located in the heart of Midtown Hanoi, on the ground floor of a highend residential 
complex, near to shopping malls, office towers and schools. The complex includes a 5-star hotel, where visitors 
are recommended to stay.
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 External UAC view – In addition to being strategically located in the city, the centre neighbours a popular local 
coffee shop, well-trafficked by students. The spacious outside area invites people to stroll around the complex 
and relax.

 External UAC view – The UAC brand is also enhanced by the centre’s unique interior and sleek design concept 
which is clearly visible from the outside and often attracts the attention of passing pedestrians, maximising 
footfall opportunities.
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 Internal UAC view, reception area – Visitors are greeted by an air-conditioned, stylish, open space with plenty 
of room for both drop-in visitors as well as organised events and counselor training sessions.

 Internal UAC view, reception area – 98-inch display screen on loop 24 hours a day showcasing our university 
partners. This casual multifunction area can be used for discussing study options and CDI workshops.
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 Internal UAC view, reception area – The open nature of the access centre can create an even larger 
multifunction space. Adjacent to the entrance, the centre has secure storage lockers and a dispenser where both 
hot and cold water is available for visitors.

 Reception area, storage – Clean lines, modern and secure. Student lockers to be used for periods of self study 
or during Computer Delivered IELTS testing.
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 Internal UAC view – IT savvy, modern and vibrant. The unique UAC design and concept brings students and 
educators closer together through technology. Complimentary Wi-Fi and power outlets are available throughout 
the centre.

 Internal UAC view – A combination of stylish high-tables, comfortable booth area and casual seating gives an 
impressive depth to the space. The clean-cut interior is complemented with modern wall imagery and a range of 
natural plants.
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 Internal UAC view, waiting area – With the glass doors closed, the open UAC space may serve as a waiting or 
lobby area when the multifunction room is being used for CDI examinations, conferences or meetings.

 Internal UAC view, hot desks – With the bifold doors open, the UAC becomes one large unit, made up of 
reception area, co-working space and hot desks for staff. Visible in the background is the “blue room”, used for 
IELTS oral exams, interviews and meetings.
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 Interview room – Spacious and soundproof, the room is approved for IELTS oral exams/speaking tests. The 
window facing the open UAC space is equipped with roller blinds to also enable privacy when needed.

 Interview room – Stylish blue design theme is combined with a soft gray carpet and wall cladding. Plenty 
of space for test takers, examiner and chaperone. The room can also be used for meetings and student 
project work.
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 Multifunction room – Soundproof and equipped with multiple smart screens that link to the centre internet 
and allow for seamless connectivity to laptops and other devices. The area can be separated off as a space for 
teaching, conference calls and larger meetings.

 Multifunction room – 12 workstations with dedicated power outlets and LAN connections. Without desktop 
dividers, the room is a hot desk area, open for staff, university representatives and visitors.
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 Multifunction room – With bifold doors shut, blinds rolled down, dividers installed, and computers set up, the 
area becomes a dedicated Computer-Delivered IELTS (CDI) exam room.

 Multifunction room – Echo absorbing interior, comfortable office chairs and modern technology makes this 
multifunction room a stand-out testing facility which can be used for a variety of secure examinations.
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 Conference room – Fully equipped with smart screen, which comes with HDMI/AirPlay connectivity, printer 
and landline. This space holds up to six people and can be used as a staff office as well as for online and 
offline meetings.

 Conference room – The panoramic windows facing the green exterior fills the room with natural daylight. All 
windows are fitted out with blinds to ensure privacy when needed.
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